Thank you for grabbing yourself one of our GTOPerformance club
stickers! Fitting the sticker can sometimes be a bit tricky and is
best done with 2 people.
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STICKER INSTALATION INSTRUCTIONS
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Firstly, thoroughly clean your rear windscreen with class cleaner
and leave it to dry. This decal will not stick to a damp surface.
Measure from the top of the black boot metal strip downwards
22.5cm on both sides. Place a piece of masking tape accurately
from both sides. Do this again going 18.5cm down, but this time
only put the tape across two thirds to allow room for the “.co.nz”.
Next measure along the bottom tape, 9.5cm in from each side
and run more tape vertically. This should leave the inside of the
box measuring roughly 92cm wide.
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This creates the box within which the sticker will be centred and
aligned, so you avoid a skew or stretched sticker. (PIC-A)

The technique for putting these stickers on, requires 2 people and an old credit card or stiff piece of plastic (as it will
probably ruin the card). Starting from the “ce” and “nz”, peel back the protective layer covering the sticker just enough to
revel these letters. Start right in the very bottom right corner and slowly place the sticker on. The Red hands holds the start
of the sticker and uses the other hand to slowly but firmly scrape the card back and forth over the sticker backing, to ensure
no air bubbles are formed, and the decal is well stuck (PIC-B). While doing this, the Yellow hands hold the top piece
containing the sticker, in line as best he can, while making sure no sticker touches the windscreen without the Red hands
card pushing it onto the window. With the other Yellow hand, gentle pull the protective cover back to reveal more sticker.

Complete the “performance.co.nz” before moving onto the “GTO” piece. Make sure you remove tape from the sections that
the tails of the G, P and F go through. Cut the “GTO” section from the rest of the red coloured stickers. The “GTO” section
should fit within the space left in the box. Once these sections are on, remove the masking tape. Now add the red line, red
tacho needle and red range in, one at a time, as per the pictures bellow. To easily remove the decal protective sheet, simply roll
it tightly off of the decal and windscreen (PIC-C). Avoid lifting directly up as this can remove lettering if the window is damp.
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